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1  About this report 

1.1  Introduction 

This report is a multi-client study produced by Frost & Sullivan’s ICT Practice in Australia during 
September  to November 2009 and published December 2009.  

Disclaimer 

• Frost & Sullivan takes no responsibility for the incorrect information supplied to us by market 
participants 

• Quantitative market information is based primarily on interviews and therefore, is subject to 
fluctuation. 

• Frost & Sullivan Research Services are limited publications containing valuable market 
information provided to a select group of customers in response to orders. Our customers 
acknowledge, when ordering, that Frost & Sullivan Research Services are for customers’ 
internal use and not for general publication or disclosure to third parties. 

• No part of this Research Service may be given, lent, resold or disclosed to non-customers 
without written permission. 

• Furthermore, no part may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any 
form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without 
the permission of the publisher. 

• For information regarding permission, write to: Frost & Sullivan, Suite 1, Level 9, 189 Kent St, 
Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia 

 

Certification  

• We hereby certify that the views expressed in this research service accurately reflect our views 
based on primary and secondary research with industry participants, industry experts, end 
users, regulatory organisations, financial and investment community, and other related 
sources. 

• In addition to the above, our robust in- house forecast & benchmarking models along with the 
Frost & Sullivan Decision Support Databases have been instrumental in the completion and 
publishing of this report. We also certify that no part of our analyst compensation was, is or 
will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in 
this service. 

 

About Frost & Sullivan 

Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, partners with clients to accelerate their growth. The 
company's Growth Partnership Services and Growth Consulting services empower clients to create a 
growth-focused culture that generates, evaluates, and implements effective growth strategies. For nearly 
50 years Frost & Sullivan has partnered with Global 1000 companies, emerging businesses and the 
investment community from more than 35 offices on six continents. 

 

For more information, visit www.frost.com Please print this report in colour where available. 
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1.2  Research Methodology 

The bases to the findings of this market report are as follows: 

• Executive interviews including: major publishing groups, search engines, independent publishers, SEM 

agencies and major media agencies. All respondents received a copy of the final executive summary 

as a thank you for participation. 

• An advertiser survey conducted online with 241 senior management-level executives, with control or 

insight into their business’s marketing budget. Respondents were drawn from existing online search 

advertising users (defined according to spend in 2009), from the 7 main industries of Banking, Finance 

& Insurance, Travel, Hospitality & accommodation, Media & entertainment, Automotive, IT  & System 

Integrators ,Telco & FMCG / Retail. 

•  Intensive desk research and monitoring of the market 

•  Frost & Sullivan’s existing decision support databases 

•  Public third party statistics (e.g. ABVS, PwC)  

• SEC (US Securities and Exchange Commission) and ASIC (Australian Securities and Investments    

Commission) filings, published company financials and annual reports 

•  Additional insights and verification from various industry sources 

 

Frost & Sullivan would like to thank all participants for their help in producing this report 

 

The basis to the market sizing estimates of this report is as follows: 

• Figures presented are estimates of the total net billings (gross billings less media agency commissions) 

spent by Australia-based advertisers in online on online search advertising in the financial year ending 

June 2009. All figures are Australian dollars (AUD). (For an explanation of online general advertising 

included, see RESEARCH TAXONOMY in this section). 

• Revenues quoted are publisher/vendor revenues only. Estimates include search advertising inventory 

spend only (i.e. product), as sold by publishers or search engines. Revenues do not include other 

inventory sold by publishers, such as display banners. 

• In the case of search networks and partnerships, the search engine/publisher has been attributed 

100% of the billings made on their inventory, unless stated otherwise. This model does not factor-in 

the various revenue-share arrangements between partners. Accordingly, market shares reflect each 

publisher/search engine’s total share of media buying spend. 

• Estimates do not include: 

o Advertising agency or vendor service fees (i.e. extra to inventory placement) 

o Agency margins or commissions 

o Online auction brokerage fees or e-commerce revenues 

o Banner or video production (e.g. creative) or ad-serving fees  

o Web site development, search engine optimisation (SEO), creative or ad-serving fees. 

o International advertiser spend on Australian Media (export income) 
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o Absolute care has been taken to ensure no double-counting of gross billings 

• Forecasting note: Future forecasts in this report are based on current and predictable trends 

continuing without undue interruption, including but not limited to acts of war or terrorism; climatic 

catastrophes; deep economic recession. 

• All figures quoted in this report have been rounded. 
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2  Executive Summary 

2.1  Market overview and analysis 

2.1.1  Search market 

Despite the impact of the global financial crisis, with the online search advertising market being 

particularly hit hard in Q1 2009, it is still achieving solid growth rates during 2009. Underpinned 

by continued advertiser satisfaction, online search advertising remains the standout segment in 

growth terms for the digital media advertising industry. 

 

Both Search Engine Marketing (SEM) and Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) continue to attract 

advertiser spend in Australia. Interestingly, these two strategies are now becoming more widely 

adopted simultaneously rather than exclusively. With increasing market skills available and the 

rising importance of integrated search strategies to achieve competitive effectiveness, SEM will 

increasingly be deployed with SEO. 

 

Online search advertising facilitated by the strong and continued growth in the online search 

market, has continued to be one of hottest areas of the online business ecosystem. Already it is 

making significant inroads into other traditional listing business models such as the directories 

market. 

 

Not surprisingly, Google continues to dominate the local Australian online search market. 

Microsoft’s Bing has shown slow but steady growth in global market share since its launch in 

May 2009, however, in Australia, Bing has struggled to dent Google’s dominant market share. 
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2.1.2  Online directories market 

Sensis has been able to maintain its dominant market share by leveraging its powerful print 

brand, prior to the transition to an online environment. However the transition to an online 

environment has opened up competition from a number of fronts, as around the world 

traditional print directory players now operating in the online world are facing competition from 

a growing number of specialist online directory players. 

 

These players are offering services both in direct competition to directories across multiple 

verticals, as well as offering a growing number of niche portals that have directory services 

across a specific vertical in addition to other content services. 

 

The boundaries between the online search market and the online directories market are 

blurring, and we are seeing the search engines such as Google and online portals such as 

Yahoo! and ninemsn (who also offer search facilities) enter the wider online directories 

ecosystem. 

 

In addition we are seeing portals such as online travel and accommodation sites offering 

services which are encroaching on the traditional listing space. Yahoo!7’s recent acquisition of 

totaltravel.com indicates that the major portals are keen to enter this space. 

 

 

2.2  Market trend and forecasts 

The growth in search advertising continues, with both the revenues per ad and amount of 

search ads served rising, however growth has slowed in FY09 compared to FY08. The overall 

growth in the market dropped from 53% in 2007-08 to 30% in 2008-09. This can be partly 

attributable to the global financial crisis, but also to other factors such as a higher state of 

maturity in the market. 

 

Google’s revenue market share further increased in 2008-09 and it now represents almost 90 

percent of the Paid Search market. 

 

As google further integrates its 2007 acquisition of DoubleClick, within its business model, it 

looks set be a real competitor in the online performance sector, during the next few years. 
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There was a slight drop in revenue growth in 2008-09 for the overall online directories market 

(21% in 2008-09 vs 22% in 2007-08) and this can be mainly attributable to the economic 

downturn triggered by the global financial crisis. 

 

The other directory and niche directory segments outpaced the growth of Sensis’s online 

directory segment during 2008-09 and this trend is expected to continue over the next five 

years. 
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Figure 1 – Australian online search and directories advertising market forecast, (AU$ 
million), 2007 – 2014 

 

Source: Online Search & Directories Advertising Demand Survey, 2009 

 

Frost & Sullivan predicts that both the search and online directory market will display strong 

growth over the 2010 to 2014 period, however the search market will continue to outpace the 

online directories market. The search market is expected to growth with a Compound Annual 

Growth Rate (CAGR) of 20% between 2009 and 2014, whilst the directories market is expected 

to grow with a CAGR of 15%. 

 

Online advertising is predicted to be the fast growing component of the online directories 

market, and will outpace the growth of paid listings over the next five years, as many players in 

the market move towards a free listing model. 
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2.3  Online Search Demand Survey 

Frost & Sullivan’s Online Search 2009 Demand Survey was conducted in September 2009 and 

involved 240 senior management level executives, with control or insight into the business’ 

marketing budget and strategy. 

 

All respondents’ businesses were required to have a total advertising budget for all media of 

more than $1000 per annum, and had to be existing users / purchasers of online search and 

directories advertising (defined according to media spend in 2009). 

 

Frost & Sullivan has canvassed existing online advertisers (brands) with regard to their usage, 

attitudes and intentions since 2005. 

 

The following table breaks down the 220 respondents by industry vertical. 

 

Table 1– Survey respondents by industry 

Industry Total Respondents 

Banking, Finance & Insurance 35 

Travel, Hospitality & accommodation 40 

Media & entertainment 31 

Automotive 30 

IT (vendors e.g.: Dell Apple, Microsoft, Cisco) & System 

Integrators 40 

Telco (e.g. Telstra, Optus) 30 

FMCG / Retail 35 

Total 241 

Source: Frost & Sullivan 
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Figure 2– Role of responsibility within organisation 

 

Source: Frost & Sullivan, Online Search & Directories Advertising Demand Survey, 2009 

 

Over all industries, 73% of the survey respondents interviewed were the final decision maker 

within their organisation with regards to making online advertising purchasing decisions. The 

above chart also breaks down respondents by industry. 

 

Most of the questions in the survey are segmented by one or more of the following parameters: 

• Industry vertical 

• size of company; 

• size of online total advertising budget for all media; 

 

The size of company parameter segments respondents according to small, medium and large 

organisations, defined as: 

• small organisations (1 to 20 employees); 

• medium sized organisations (21 to 200 employees); 

• large organisations (greater than 200 employees). 

 

The size of total advertising budget parameter segments respondents according to their 

company’s total advertising budget for all media into small, medium and large advertisers: 

• small advertisers (companies with online total advertising budgets up to $50,000). 

• medium sized advertisers (total advertising budgets between $50,000 and $500,000). 

• large advertisers (total advertising budgets greater than $500,000). 
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Figure 3 – Search engine products paid for 

 

Source: Frost & Sullivan, Online Search & Directories Advertising Demand Survey, 2009 

 

The survey indicated a strong trend of higher usage of online directory listings in 2009, 

compared to the previous year: 

• 62% of respondents indicated paying for portal online directory listings in 2009, 

compared to only 49% in the previous year; 

• 26% of respondents indicated paying for niche online directory listings in 2009, 

compared the previous year 13% in the previous year. 

 

In contrast search engine sponsored keywords and contextual search network usage showed 

only a slight increase, although search engine keywords (77%) remained the most popular 

search advertising product purchased in 2009. 
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Figure 4 – Benefits experienced from search advertising 

 

Source: Frost & Sullivan, Online Search & Directories Advertising Demand Survey, 2009 

 

Increased leads (65%), increased conversion/sales (50%) and positive effect on organisation’s 

brand (43%) remained the three highest ranking benefits that organisations had experienced 

during 2009. 

 

An interesting observation was that ALL categories had a higher percentage of respondents for 

2009 compared to 2008, indicating the growing maturity and confidence in search advertising 

as an advertising medium. 
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Figure 5 – Search advertising budget change from previous year 

 

Source: Frost & Sullivan, Online Search & Directories Advertising Demand Survey, 2009 

 

43% of companies indicated that their company’s search advertising budget increased 

compared to the previous year in 2008, while 22% of companies indicated a decrease and 33% 

of companies indicated no change in their budget. While there still is strong overall growth in 

the online search advertising market, the above results indicate overall a greater stability in 

spending per organisation, with a much higher proportion of companies now maintaining or 

decreasing budgets. 

 

As expected, the economic downturn has had a marked impact on company budgets and this 

can be viewed as the main reason for the relative reduction in organisations that indicated an 

increase in their search advertising budget compared to the previous year, and an increase in 

the percentage of organisations that indicated a decrease. 

 

Also this slowdown in growth is likely to be partly attributable to the search advertising market 

beginning to reach a higher level of maturity. 
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Figure 6 – SEO activity 

 

Source: Frost & Sullivan, Online Search & Directories Advertising Demand Survey, 2009 

 

SEO activity was found to be more likely to be conducted in the Banking, Finance & Insurance, 

and Telco industries. 

 

Figure 7 – Mobile search advertising 

 

Source: Frost & Sullivan, Online Search & Directories Advertising Demand Survey, 2009 
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Mobile search advertising was found to be used the least in the FMCG/retail sector, and used 

more by large sized companies and advertisers. 

 

Figure 8 – Media agency usage 

 

Source: Frost & Sullivan, Online Search & Directories Advertising Demand Survey, 2009 

 

Media agencies as part of the overall online advertising spend process, were used more in the 

Banking, Finance & Insurance industries and telco industries. 
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4  Appendix – Research schedule 

and deliverables 

Exhibit 1 – Frost & Sullivan’s Australia Online Advertising Market Intelligence 
Program 2009 – Research Schedule 

Deliverable date Report Name 

April 2008 Report 1: The Australia Online Classifieds Market 

September 2009 
Report 2: The Australia Online General & Mobile Advertising 
Market 

December 2009 Report 3: The Australia Search Market 

December 2009 Report 4: The Australia Online Advertising Market Summary 

 

 

Exhibit 2 – Frost & Sullivan’s Asia Pacific Digital Media Market Program – key report 
deliverables for 2009 

Report Information Deliverables 

Mobile Advertising Models 
Market Size, Country Attractiveness Rating, 
Business Model Analysis 

Online Advertising and Search 
Marketing 

Market Size, Forecasts, Case Studies 

Online Content Market Size, Forecasts, Case Studies 

 

 

For more information, please contact: 

Phil Harpur, Senior Research Manager, Frost & Sullivan, Digital Media, ANZ (lead analyst on 

this report) email: phil.harpur@frost.com 

Ryan Taibel, Senior Business Development Manager, Digital Media, ANZ, email: 

ryan.taibel@frost.com 

 

 


